ELEVENTH ANNUAL

FURMAN ENGAGED

A day dedicated to highlighting the diverse and immersive learning experiences available to every student through The Furman Advantage.

TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 2019

furman.edu/furmanengaged

#FURMANENGAGED
Furman Engaged! reflects our institution’s long history and commitment to engaged learning. Furman faculty-student research collaborations date back to early as the 1930’s, Furman’s first faculty-led study away program took place in 1969, and internships were first offered in the 1970’s. Furman continues to expand its engaged learning offerings to include experiences such as service learning, first year writing and capstone seminars, and learning communities. Furman Engaged! provides students the opportunity to complete the last and key step of these high-impact learning experiences - the public sharing of their work with peers, faculty, staff, and the community.

In October 2016, the launch of the Furman Advantage reaffirmed and reinvigorated Furman’s commitment to providing students with these high quality impactful learning experiences. The Furman Advantage promises every student the opportunity to pursue their interests, passions, and goals through hands-on, deep learning experiences. Furman Engaged! showcases the impressive range of possibilities of this promise. It is a time for students to present, perform, and reflect on their work, which includes musical and theatrical performance, scientific and social research, community projects, creative and non-fiction writing, and travel study.

This program provides the location, session title and authors for all Furman Engaged! events. The full schedule, including titles of presentations, can be found at FURMAN.EDU/FURMANENGAGED.

• Research, course project, and community-engaged learning posters will be on display in the afternoon in the PAC gymnasium.

• An internship Gallery Walk will also take place at the PAC, along with a special employer-internship panel session.

• Students will present creative works in the Art Department (Senior Studio Art Presentations), English Department (Readings from The Echo), and Music Department (Student Composers Concert).

• We will be “Honoring First Year Writing” with a session that recognizes four outstanding freshmen).

• An opening session will introduce engaged learning to students and prepare them to get the most out of Furman Engaged! At 8:45 a.m. in McAlister Auditorium, current students will discuss their engaged learning experiences and the importance of reflecting before, during and after these experiences. The aim is to urge students to fully absorb all that Furman Engaged! offers so that they can begin to consider the high impact experiences they may want to engage in while at Furman.

Thank you for joining us in today’s Furman Engaged! celebration of our students’ academic excellence, discovery, and hard work. We hope the day inspires you and helps you decide which engaged learning experiences might be appropriate for your own pathway!

Beth Pontari
Associate Provost for Engaged Learning

Ken Peterson
Dean of Faculty
TO SEARCH OR BROWSE THE COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS, PLEASE VISIT:

furman.edu/
furmanengaged

Full titles for all sessions are available through the online program.

**MORNING SESSION** 8:45–9:30 A.M.

Introduction to Furman Engaged! McAlister Auditorium

**SESSION #1** 9:45–11 A.M.

**ART**
Senior Art Presentations
Littlejohn Lecture Room; Roe Art Building
Finley Buchanan, Corrine Helman, Izzy Michell, Aaron Templeton

**BIOLOGY**
Biology Research Presentations
Patrick Lecture Room; Plyler Hall 126
Virginia Britt, Madison Covington, Garrett Elmore, Scott Finney, Jacob Gerbe

**CLASSICS**
Approaching Ancient Texts
Furman Hall 127
Ian Bardwell, James Bergman, Paul Bryant, Carris Campbell, Brienna DiPietro, Rebecca Fulford, Gunner Hedden, Eleanor Mixon

**ENGLISH**
Enhancing Campus and Community Life:
Furman Hall 108
Presentations from English 211 Professional Communication
Bryce Caputo, Katie LaGuardia, Bonnie Williams, Savannah Wright

**ENGLISH**
Reading Shakespeare Reading History I
Furman Hall 106
Simone Brown, Sally Cannon, Shawna Carter, Julia Collins, Mason Davis, Emily Enlow, Michael Foley

**HEALTH SCIENCES**
Health Sciences Internship Symposium
PAC 116
Zach Couch, Anna Hayden, Katie Hicks, Madeline Holt, Brooke Kritikos, Jada Lee, Matthew Sanders, Paige Trinter

**INTERDISCIPLINARY SESSION**
Interdisciplinary Presentations Group 1
Furman Hall 109
John Michael Boswell, Beth Fraser, Nick Haight, Tatiana Oliveira, Ingrid Ramos

**MS IN COMMUNITY ENGAGED MEDICINE**
Kohrt Commons, Plyer Hall
Master of Science in Community Engaged Medicine
Thesis Presentations
Noura Abualeinan, Jessica Accardi, Rebecca Bernstein, William Crane, Karly Johnson, Kaitlin Knight, Ashley Malachi, Ben Mims, Bianca Rosas, Makayla Suyyger, Victoria Tamburro, Danielle (Royall) Tyler, Lynne Waheeba, Jada Wilson

**MATHEMATICS**
Riley Hall 107
Mathematics Summer Experiences
Andrew Cromer, Jamie Fravel, Andrew Hartley, Emma Kuntz, Ella Morton, Luyang Zou

**MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES**
Furman Hall 229
Germany in America: Three Case Studies
Yasmin Harrington, Emily Peeler, Damian Privat, Audrey Rotman, Aishwarya Tripathi, Curtis Wright

**MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES**
Furman Hall 207
French Architecture in Context I: From Fall in Versailles 2018
Caroline Filston, Lindsay Hammond, Kevin Hoffmeister, Claire Kaplan, Grace Marmaras

**MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES**
Furman Hall 208
Engagement Beyond Our Borders: Chile 2018 Study Away
Reflections on Contemporary South American Society
Becca Bosch, Noa Camp, Alexandra Doxey, Sarah McLean

**MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES**
Furman Hall 208
Recognizing and Embracing Our Differences - Panel with the Paladin Conversation Partners
Evan Myers, Will Przedpelski

**MUSIC**
Harper Hall; Herring Music Pavilion 121
Music Summer Internship Presentations
Matthew Christopher, Bennett Dean, Anna Hawkins, Alyssa Jouret, David Lord, Connor Lynn, Destiny Meadows, Chase Mekdara, Amanda Southern

**MUSIC**
Hill Atrium; Trone Student Center
Furman Student Chamber Music Recital
Jake Daniel, Tristan De La Cruz, Hunter Ditsch, Ian Fonseca, Sam Hsieh, Kamryn Jacoby, Sam Johnson, Faith Kressner, JaneGrace Lownher, Erynn MacFarland, Matthew Martin, Dylan McCormick, Destiny Meadows, Hindolo Murray, Gabrielle Phillips, Sam Sherer, Sean Simmons, Colin Smith, Kayla Stone, Miranda Thomas, Bryan Tran, Vanna Tsiknias, Christian Walters, Adib Young
SESSION #2 11:15 A.M–12:30 P.M.

ART
Littlejohn Lecture Room; Roe Art Building
Senior Art Presentations
Louisa Bristol, Katie Fleet, Campbell Sullivan, Anneli Wingertz

COLLABORATIVE FOR COMMUNITY LEARNING
Patrick Lecture Room; Plyer Hall 126
An Interdisciplinary Study of Neighborhood Change and Gentrification in Greenville: A Collaboration with the United Way of Greenville County
Meghan Barp, Becca Bosch, Jake Campbell, Kassidy Hadley, Jennifer Harrill, Joe Hiebert, Tobi Kinsell, Deborah McKetty, Amelia Miles, Lauren Prunkl, Blakely Rippner, Catherine Schwab

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
McEachern Lecture Room; Furman Hall 214
Communication Studies Media Festival
Aaquil Annoor, Mary Paisley Belk, Yvonne Boulay, Crystal Brockington, Jessie Daley, Rob Dendy, Patrick Fretwell, Mary Kate Frey, Hannah Gentlesk, Carter Grawit, David Hahn, Kristen Janes, Paris Karstedt, Tucker McKillop, Mary Morrow, Alison Quill, Isabella Quiros, Diego Ramos-Torrescano, Caroline Ring, Rachel Stanley, Kayla Wong

COTHAN CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL REFLECTION
Hipp Hall 104
FOCUS on Corrymeela: Reflections on Northern Ireland
Michaela Aboutanos, Carter Bugg, Joshua Butler, Katie Crockford, Elise Dudley, William Flanagan, Jake French, Sarah Huemmer, Emily Lane, Renee Neves, Carson Staples, Gabby Strother

THE ECHO
Furman Hall 107
Paul Bryant, Olivia Corso, Faith Kressner, Sarah Miller, Annie Reigel, Ken Zimmerman

EDUCATION
Hipp Hall 205
Multicultural Inquiries
Kate Aust, Iris Gasca, Maddie Gonzalez, Mary Randell Jones, MacKenzie Lane, Elizabeth Leeder, Whitney Merkle, Tatiana Oliveira, Greg Peterson, Maya Raels, Elizabeth Sparrow, Caroline Terry, Harmony Thomas, Ellie White

ENGLISH
Furman Hall 108
Victorian Creatures I
Sarah Bourlakas, Sally Cannon, Elizabeth Cortes, Caroline France, Kirkland Manning

ENGLISH
Furman Hall 106
Reading Shakespeare Reading History II
Bryce Caputo, Emma Hodges, Riley Jones, Courtney Kratz, Rebecca Little, Jack Shiels, Ellie Smith

NEUROSCIENCE
Johns Hall 208
Neuroscience Program Talks Session I
Renata Buffalino, Vidyaa Gudivada, Ashley Hall, Katherine Nimchuk, Chandler Rhea, Mutaz Sarhan

PHILOSOPHY
Furman Hall 126
Philosophical Reflections I
Sarah Rinker, Eli Simmons

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Johns Hall 107
Humor and Politics
Ellie Haughton, Amber Jacobsen, Ian Martens, Hannah Nodar, Nick Robins

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Johns Hall 109
The Brussels Experience: Stories from the Frontlines
Carter Brady, Josie Hook, Mattie MacDonald, Quincy Mix

PSYCHOLOGY
Johns Hall 201
Psychology Department Internships I
Jillian Eisel, Krista Eubanks, Sarah Livingston, Jillian Newton, Parker Tompkins, Caroline Warren

RINKER CENTER FOR STUDY AWAY AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
McEachern Lecture Room, Furman Hall 214
Two-to-Transform
Elizabeth Cortes, Ben Davids, Zachary Hughes, Eileen Joseph, Morgan Kohlmeyer, Emma Link, Kelsey Milian, Maddie Underwood

SHUCKER LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Hipp Hall 104
Shucker Leadership Challenge Project
Alex Crotti, Elise Dudley, Jackie Faustins, Carly Holton, Lainie Morris, Jens Par

SOCIOLOGY
Johns Hall 101
Sociology: Behind the Brochure: Drug use, Discrimination and Depression on College Campuses
Wailin Danieley, Kassidy Hadley, Reed Horton, Haley Mills, Ronald Rogers, Emily Shafer, Gabe Troiano, Isabel Wildgen

THEATRE ARTS
The Playhouse Main Stage
Theatre Arts Senior Synthesis Creative Project
Capstone Presentations
Patrick Fretwell, Karsen Green, Ellie Peoples, Andy Teye
FIRST-YEAR WRITING SEMINAR
Haunsworth Room; Library 126
Outstanding First Year Writing Seminar
Taylor Griffin, Elizabeth Mangone, Haegen Nelson, Angie Pantuosco

HISTORY
Furman Hall 118
Me and My History Major: Experience Beyond the Classroom
Ben Gamble, Samuel Hayes, Helen Mistler, Quincy Mix, Eleanor Mixon, Spencer Richards

INTERDISCIPLINARY SESSION
Furman Hall 109
Interdisciplinary Presentations Group 2
Molly Finnan, Andy Golla, Phebe Huth, Marie Smith, Sara Vanovac

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Furman Hall 207
French Architecture in Context II: From Fall in Versailles 2018
Virginia Britt, Emma Brown, Annie Curtis, Maggie Hill, Virginia Waters

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Furman Hall 229
Studies in Cuban and Chilean Resistance Music
Ryan Adams, Emma Carter, Parker Cecil, Smith Childs, Marina Cox, Nomonde Gila, Gabby Haddad, Matt Hogg, Erik Kraus, Will Tracy

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Furman Hall 226
Hispanic Alliance and the Student DREAMers Alliance
Brennan Barry, Julia Castanet, Alexandra Doxey

MUSIC
Daniel Music Building 104
Parallel, Oblique, and Downright Contrary: Theorizing Music
Carolyne Aufleger, Leonardo de la Cruz, Riley Henderson

NEUROSCIENCE
Johns Hall 208
Neuroscience Program Talks Session II
Bernadette Chaney, Megan Collins, Ashley Hall, Chandler Rhea, Hope Roberson

PHILOSOPHY
Furman Hall 126
Philosophical Reflections II
Patrick Burton, Jordan Markezich

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Johns Hall 107
Research & Internships in Political Science
Madison Allen, Hunter Dixon, Eric Faidley, Caroline O’Connor, Sabrina Roof, Samantha Whitley

PSYCHOLOGY
Johns Hall 201
Psychology Department Internships 2
Jillian Eisel, Hannah Gibson, Lizy Hernandez, Brooke O’Neill, Will Sanders, Cassidy Schuchman

PSYCHOLOGY
Johns Hall 105
Psychology Department Research Talks
Caitlin Caputo, Jessica Culbreth, Tianjiao Li, Catherine Lippert, Alex Murdoch, Donovan Parker, Sydney Tanner, Isabelle Watkins, Keyu Wu

THE RILEY INSTITUTE
Johns Hall 109
APEC Voices of the Future 2018, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
Rob Cain, Mary Bradley Pazdan, Jackson Robinson, Katherine West

SOCIOLOGY
Johns Hall 101
Sociology: A Real Education: On Sex, Alcohol and Stratification in Education Trajectories
Claudia Carpenter, Nettie Childs, Sara Francis, Shania Gaspard, Marty Leffingwell, Emily McLaughlin, Ellie Peoples, Kaitlyn Salgueiro, Kate Willette

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT AND INCLUSION
Burgiss Theater; Trone Student Center
Alternative Spring Break Experiences
Mariana Fuenmayor Llanos, Emilee O’Brien, Noah Trotter, Nyrobi Tyson, Bonnie Williams, Andrew Wynkoop

THEATRE ARTS
The Playhouse Main Stage
Theatre Arts Senior Synthesis Creative Project Capstone Presentations
Tess Kamody, Derek Leonard, Emily Matthews, Anne Morgan

MID-DAY
12:30–1:30 P.M.

FUISA
Watkins Room; Trone Student Center
International Food Festival

HUMANITIES
Haunsworth Commons (Furman Hall 217)
Furman Humanities Review Luncheon Reception
FHR Student Contributors

MUSIC
The Paddock; Trone Student Center
Furman Jazz Combos Live at the Paddock
Craig Beckner, J. Jay Berthume, Carter Brady, Blake Buehler, Ellery Collier, Nick Curcio, Thomas Deschamps, Jack Freeman, De'Sean Markley, Dylan McCormick, Matt Olson, Gabe Pecoraro, Austen Pruner, Richard Rasheed, Sam Sherer, Sean Simmons, Colin Smith, Steve Watson, Alex Webster, Adib Young
SESSION #3  1:45–3 P.M.

ART  
Littlejohn Lecture Room; Roe Art Building
Senior Art Presentations
- Kendall Frizzell, Sophie Harris, Sam Hayes, Mary Shelton Hornsby, Elizabeth Mackow, Sarah Murdough, Grayson Sloan, Olivia White, Ren Zimmerman

BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING  
Hipp Hall 104
The VITA Service Learning Project – A Community Partnership Benefiting Students and the Community
To Be Announced

CENTER FOR ENGAGED LEARNING  
Burgiss Theater; Trone Student Center
Beyond the Brochure: What Engaged Learning is Really All About
- Madi Nichols, Piper Powell, Will Sanders

CHEMISTRY  
Patrick Lecture Room; Plyer Hall 126
Undergraduate Chemistry Research
- Alyssa Clay, Rachel Cooke, Mariana Fuenmayor Llanos, Elizabeth Garcia Ponte, Annelise Gorensek, Clarisse Quadrant, Trent Stubbs, Noah Vieira, Richard Wetherill, Ralph E. White III

COMMUNICATION STUDIES  
Furman Hall 118
Communication Studies Independent Study Students
- Sam Dagistino, Claudia Leslie

ECONOMICS  
Riley Hall 106
Engaged Learning in Economics
- Daniel Barnette, Meredith Butenhoff, William Douglas, Rebekah Drum, Philip Heidt, Nino Kodua, Ben Medrano, Walker Seman, Miaomiao Xu, Paul Yoon, Jack Zager

EDUCATION  
Hipp Hall 107
Internships in Leadership in Human Service Non-Profits
- Katie Ball, Delaney Fleming, Evelyn Gould, Maggie Hall, Olivia McGuirt

ENGLISH  
Furman Hall 108
Victorian Creatures II
- Olivia Oliver, Krissa Stewart, Campbell Sullivan, Noelle Warner, Savannah Wright

HISTORY  
Furman Hall 208
Ming, Memes, and Missives: Historical Research from the Early Ming Dynasty to Nineteenth Century Britain and the Annals of YouTube
- Frank Sacramone, Katie Wooten, Yunhui Yang

INTERDISCIPLINARY SESSION  
Furman Hall 109
Interdisciplinary Presentations Group 3
- Sally Cannon, Dakota Howard, Akanksha Kaushik, Courtney Kratz, Max Norman, Sara Vanovac

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES  
Furman Hall 126
Madrid Summer Internships
- Emma Bondy, Maria Guerra-Velasquez, Katherine Kristinik, Tiffany Méndez, Laura Metzger, Evan Myers, Carter Overbey, Catia Sleet

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES  
Furman Hall 229
Talking the talk: Building linguistic and cultural proficiency through study away
- Becca Bosch, Kevin Hoffmeister, Zach Jasper, Sam Whitley

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES  
Furman Hall 107
Engaging Spanish Culture: Reports from Madrid 2018
- Emily Carpenter, Jillian Eisel, Morgan Katzer, Maddie Mullins

MUSIC  
Daniel Recital Hall; Daniel Music Building
New Works By Furman Composers
- Mia Berindea, J.Jay Berthume, Blake Buehler, Willie Cornish, Robert Cushing, Chandler Hyatt, Kris Johnston, Daniel Sarkela

MUSIC  
Harper Hall; Herring Music Pavilion 121
Summer Music Research: Crossing Genres
- Colin Smith, Tyler King, Melvin Robinson, Sam Sherer

NEUROSCIENCE  
Johns Hall 208
Neuroscience Program Talks Session III
- Caroline Daly, Alexandra Foster, Amy Mason, Mutaz Sarhan, Anju Saxena, Juhi Saxena

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS  
Johns Hall 107
Internships in Law and Lobbying
- Kimberly Debacher, Kevin Hills, Mary Bradley Pazdan, Hannah Warren

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS  
Johns Hall 109
The Trump Era and Concepts of Democracy
- Madison Allen, Eric Faidley, Jonathan Fitzgerald, Sabrina Roof

PSYCHOLOGY  
Johns Hall 201
Psychology Department Internships 3
- Givie Lanier, Emily Sink, Aishwarya Tripathi, Isabelle Watkins, Charlie Weeks, Andrew Wynkoop
SESSION #4

3–4 P.M.

POSTER SESSION A
PAC GYMNASIUM

ASIAN STUDIES
Morgan Fretwell

BIOLOGY
Hunter Alexander, Jacqueline Bendrick, Rebecca Bolich, Melina Churt, JaLisa Decker, Maya Dodhia, Luke Eldredge, Morgan Franklin, Nick Haight, Yasmin Harrington, Caitlin Hay, Brandon Holsten, Christy Litz, Kenny Nguyen, Sarah Perling, Elena Smart, Isabel Snyder, Caroline Trammell

BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING
Jake Campbell, Matt Hogg, Blakely Rippner

CHEMISTRY
Megan Bovee, Harmonie Burney, Hannah Feinberg, Ariel Gale, Elizabeth Garcia Ponte, Kirtan Kumar, Emily Lane, Khiem Nguyen, Bailey Votto, Brady Ward, Cassandra Wright, Sydney Wright

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Mary Bradley Pazdan, Rachel Stanley

COMPUTER SCIENCE

EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Sean Allwurden, Jamie Badeau, Sophie Brennan, Celia Castellano, Cliff Cross, Nomonde Gila, Joel Marcotte, Amelia Miles, Emily Moffett, Elena Oertel, Sophia Pessagno, Emily Ritz, Madeline Rock, John Williams, Mikaela Williams, Peter Wilson

HEALTH SCIENCES
Amani Bright, Julia Cianci, Mason Coppi, Lauren Duggar, Jonathan Duke, Madeline East, Jacques Evangelister, Jeffrey Fann, Tess Griswold, Katie Hicks, Alex Hultstrom, Olivia Kilbourne, Sean Langan, Jada Lee, Theresa Lunsford, Caitlin Mason, Christopher Mills, Darius Morehead, Mary Morrow, Halle O’Brien, Jake Ogden, Donavan Perryman, Katheryn Peterson, Ali Robertson, Gabe Silveira, Caroline Stanton, Danielle Tyler, Isabelle Walsh, Chris Washington, Katty Weymouth, Alexander Whyte, Brittany Wright

MATHEMATICS
Andrew Cromer, Jamie Fravel, Andrew Hartley, Emma Kuntz, Ella Morton, Maddie Preston, Lois Ruffle

MEDICINE, HEALTH, AND CULTURE
Rachel Goding, Kathleen Huffman, Tatsuhiro Kato, Kirby Smith

PHYSICS
Anna Alford, Shelby Walcott, Evan Walker

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Elizabeth Davis, Abby Mathai

PSYCHOLOGY

DAVID E. SHI CENTER FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Camden Adams
SESSION #5  4–5 P.M.  POSTER SESSION B  PAC GYMNASIUM

ASIAN STUDIES  
Megan Collins, Kaitlin Marakoff, Miaomiao Xu, Yunhui Yang

BIOLOGY  
Jake Batchelor, Caroline Besley, Sarah Feingold, Morgan Fretwell, Dakota Howard, Jeremy Irsik, Shamael Johar, Jamila Johnson, Haley Konsek, Parker Murphy, Shivani Patel, Ryan Scruggs, Sara Stuart, Elias Wheibe

CHEMISTRY  
Courtney Bailey, Tyler Ball, Ashleigh Cabanillas, Dahye Kim, David Lewis, Matthew Martin, Jackson McCarthy, Carnahan Savannah, Eric Taylor

COMMUNICATION STUDIES  
Sarah Belisle, Robbie Betchley, Sammy Clough, Sam Daqistina, LeJzae Davidson, Grace Dwyer, Amanda Egan, Patrick Fretwell, Emma Gibney, David Hahn, Catherine Hayward, Michael Jang, Gabrielle Jennings, Tucker McKillop, Bailey Pierson, Maggie Roberts, Madison Stevens, Yiwei Sun, Logan Taplett, Caroline Tucker, Evan Vaughn, Jaclyn Wamboldt, Quandarius Weems, Olivia White, Austin Wood

COMPUTER SCIENCE  

EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES  
Brennan Barry, Sophie Brennan, Miles Hauser, Sophia Pessagno, Madeline Rock, Reed Sanchez, Jessie Wheeler, Caroline Wolcott

HEALTH SCIENCES  
Caroline Baer, Noelle Best, Amani Bright, Haley Brummett, Parker Cecil, Colleen Christensen, Barrie Clark, Mason Coppi, Jonathan Duke, Madeline East, Haylee Harford, Lauren Heimberg, Katie Hicks, Tierra Hodges, Bret Huebner, Griffin Jayne, Brooke Kritikos, Jada Lee, Anthony Marino, Mary Morrow, Jake Ogden, Erin O’Hearn, Haley Park, Stephen Parsons, Donavan Perryman, Katheryn Peterson, Caitlyn Reilly, Chase Shaner, Jennifer Stephenson, Sean Thompson, Joanne Timberlake, Noah Turnley, Emma Wetenhall, Katty Weymouth, Alexander Whyte, Brittany Wright

MATHEMATICS  
Will Alford, Courtney Brown, Andrew Cromer, Andrew Hartley, Ella Morton, Annie Phillips, Maddie Preston, Lois Ruffle, Devon Waskiewicz, Ashley Weeks, Rebecca Wilhelmi, Lina Zaharias, Luyang Zou

SESSION #6  3–4 P.M.  INTERNSHIP GALLERY WALK  PAC HALLWAY

MEDICINE, HEALTH, AND CULTURE  
Skylar Lambert, Helen Mistler, Gabe Silveira

NEUROSCIENCE  
Saxena Anju, JD Gierach, Darryl Peoples, Reagan Schuetze

PSYCHOLOGY  
Krista Eubanks, Lizy Hernandez, Piper Powell, Serene Wang

SOCIOLOGY  
Paul Bryant, Claudia Carpenter, Cayla Curtis, Wailin Danieley, Sara Francis, Shania Gaspard, Kassidy Hadley, Reed Horton, Marty Leftingwell, Emily McLaughlin, Haley Mills, Zoe Parker, Ellie Peoples, Ronald Rogers, Kaitlyn Salgueiro, Emily Shafer, Mary Pauline Sheridan-Rabideau, Alex Steryous, Gabe Troiano, Isabel Wildgen, Kate Willette

MEDICINE, HEALTH, AND CULTURE  
Skylar Lambert, Helen Mistler, Gabe Silveira

NEUROSCIENCE  
Saxena Anju, JD Gierach, Darryl Peoples, Reagan Schuetze

PSYCHOLOGY  
Krista Eubanks, Lizy Hernandez, Piper Powell, Serene Wang

SOCIOLOGY  
Paul Bryant, Claudia Carpenter, Cayla Curtis, Wailin Danieley, Sara Francis, Shania Gaspard, Kassidy Hadley, Reed Horton, Marty Leftingwell, Emily McLaughlin, Haley Mills, Zoe Parker, Ellie Peoples, Ronald Rogers, Kaitlyn Salgueiro, Emily Shafer, Mary Pauline Sheridan-Rabideau, Alex Steryous, Gabe Troiano, Isabel Wildgen, Kate Willette

TABLE 1: POVERTY STUDIES  
Hunter Dixon, Elise Dudley, Sarah McLean, Ally Reeves, Halie Ziobron

TABLE 2: PUBLIC HEALTH/HEALTH SCIENCES  
Caroline Baer, Colleen Christensen, Hannah Metwally, Sean Thompson, Nyrobi Tyson, Emma Wetenhall

TABLE 3: THE DAVID E. SHI CENTER FOR SUSTAINABILITY  
Tyler Carlson, Makenna Christensen, Gabby Haddad, Abbey Hockett, Imani-Grace King, Avery Slifer, Eugenie Vorder Bruegge

TABLE 4: URBAN STUDIES/CONSULTING  
Nathaniel Bilodeau, Jay Watson

TABLE 5: FREEMAN FELLOWS  
Wailin Danieley, Jonathan Fitzgerald, Kaitlin Marakoff, Bonnie Williams

TABLE 6: ARTS  
Corrine Helman, Gabby Villagran, Jordan Winiski

TABLE 7: BUSINESS  
Jon Bockhorst, Julia Castanet, Patrick Fagan, Pierce Kirkland

TABLE 8: COMMUNITY SERVICE/PUBLIC SAFETY  
Eileen Joseph, Haley Mills, Kamra Solomon, Isabel Wildgen

TABLE 9: DC EXPERIENCE  
Susannah Pazdan, Will Tracy, Caroline Tucker, Katherine Willette

TABLE 10: U.S. CONGRESS  
Emma Gibney, Aynsley Moore, Will O’Grady, Michael Robertson

TABLE 11: E-COMMERCE/MARKETING/PR  
David Hahn, Phebe Huth, Catherine McLaughlin, Campbell Sullivan

TABLE 12: ENVIRONMENT/ECOLOGY  
Sarah Davis, Haley Disinger, Chambers English, Akanksha Kaushik, Burke Lipscomb

TABLE 13: EVENT PLANNING  
Mary Michael Newman, Anneli Wingertz
### Engaged Learning – What is it?

Engaged learning (also referred to as high-impact learning experiences) is often associated with categories of experiences such as undergraduate research, internships, study away, first-year seminars, capstone courses, service learning, and learning communities. What defines and unites these experiences are the characteristics they share that facilitate leaps in student development.

These characteristics include: cultivating student commitment and investment through time and effort, providing clear learning objectives and preparation for the experience, developing meaningful relationships with faculty, staff, and peers, facilitating engagement with diverse people and ways of thinking, providing students frequent and substantive feedback, requiring the application of classroom learning to solve novel problems, encouraging the synthesis, integration and application of knowledge to address real-world problems, providing students opportunities to reflect on their learning, and public sharing of what has been gained or learned from the experience.

### Engaged Learning – What are the benefits?

Studies on the impact of higher education show that students who have engaged learning experiences demonstrate strong critical thinking and writing skills, appreciation of diversity and diverse viewpoints, and high levels of engagement with their education, both in and out of the classroom. At Furman, students report that their engaged learning experiences inform their short- and long-term professional goals, help define their sense of identity and hone their relationship skills. These benefits last beyond students’ college experiences. Gallup conducted a survey of over 3000 Furman alumni who graduated in the last 30 years. Results show that Furman graduates who conducted research with a faculty member as an undergraduate, or who had an internship or job that allowed them to apply their classroom learning were highly engaged at their job and expressed positive well-being after college.